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ABSTRACT
We compare the properties of recent samples of the lithium abundances in halo stars to one another and to
the predictions of theoretical models including rotational mixing, and we examine the data for trends with
metal abundance. We apply two statistical tests to the data: a Kolomorgorov-Smirnov (K-S) test sensitive to
the behavior around the sample median, andMonte Carlo tests of the probability to draw the observed num-
ber of outliers from the theoretical distributions. We ﬁnd from aK-S test that in the absence of any correction
for chemical evolution, the Ryan, Norris, & Beers (RNB) sample is fully consistent with mild rotational mix-
ing induced depletion and, therefore, with an initial lithium abundance higher than the observed value. Tests
for outliers depend sensitively on the threshold for deﬁning their presence, but we ﬁnd a 10%–45% probability
that the RNB sample is drawn from the rotationally mixedmodels with a 0.2 dexmedian depletion with lower
probabilities corresponding to higher depletion factors. Including or excluding the one upper limit in the
sample changes the absolute probabilities but does not aﬀect the overall conclusions. When chemical evolu-
tion trends (Li/H vs. Fe/H) are included in our analysis we ﬁnd that the dispersion in the RNB sample is not
explained by chemical evolution; the inferred bounds on lithium depletion from rotational mixing are similar
to those derived from models without chemical evolution. Finally, we explore the diﬀerences between the
RNB sample and other halo star data sets. We ﬁnd that diﬀerences in the equivalent width measurements are
primarily responsible for diﬀerent observational conclusions concerning the lithium dispersion in halo stars.
The diﬀerent data sets are all consistent with mild stellar depletion, but the systematic errors arising from dif-
ferent observational data sets are a major component of the error budget and need to be addressed. The
implications for cosmology are discussed. We ﬁnd that the standard big bang nucleosynthesis predicted lith-
ium abundance that corresponds to the deuterium abundance inferred from observations of high-redshift,
low-metallicity QSO absorbers requires halo star lithium depletion in an amount consistent with that from
our models of rotational mixing but inconsistent with no depletion.
Subject headings: cosmological parameters — stars: abundances — stars: rotation
1. INTRODUCTION
The primordial abundance of the light element lithium
provides a crucial test of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN); it
is also an important diagnostic of standard and nonstan-
dard stellar evolution theory. The detection of 7Li in halo
stars by Spite & Spite (1982) opened up the prospect of the
direct detection of the primordial lithium abundance. There
have been a number of subsequent observational eﬀorts that
have produced a detailed picture of the distribution of halo
star lithium abundances (Spite & Spite 1993; Thorburn
1994; Bonifacio & Molaro 1997; Ryan, Norris, & Beers
1999, hereafter RNB; Ryan et al. 1996). Primordial 7Li, as
one of the four light nuclides produced in measurable abun-
dance in standard BBN (the others being D, 3He, and 4He;
see Olive, Steigman, & Walker 2000 for a review), provides
a crucial consistency check in that all four nuclides are
determined by the one free parameter of standard BBN—
the baryon-to-photon ratio, . Currently, the primordial
deuterium abundance provides the best estimate of . How-
ever, the BBN-predicted primordial lithium abundance that
is consistent with the observationally inferred primordial
deuterium abundance (and thus with our best estimate of )
is actuallymuch larger than the lithium abundance observed
in halo stars. We show that theoretical models that include
rotational mixing (and are required by the observed disper-
sion of halo lithium abundances) predict a primordial lith-
ium abundance that is consistent, in the context of standard
BBN, with the observed primordial deuterium abundance.
1.1. StellarModels Compared with Earlier Data Sets
The interpretation of the halo star data requires knowl-
edge of the stellar evolution eﬀects that have inﬂuenced the
surface abundance during the lifetime of the stars. In ‘‘ clas-
sical ’’ (i.e., nonrotating) stellar models lithium is destroyed
on the main sequence only in the presence of a deep surface
convection zone; some pre–main-sequence depletion will
occur for a wider range of masses. Such models predict only
small amounts of lithium depletion for the hottest sub-
dwarfs (eﬀective temperature greater than about 5800 K)
and for their Population I analogs (e.g., Deliyannis, Demar-
que, & Kawaler 1990). In the Population I case, classical
models make detailed predictions about lithium depletion
that can be tested using data from open clusters with a range
of ages. The open cluster data are in strong contradiction
with the predictions of classical models. In particular, there
is observational evidence for a dispersion in lithium abun-
dance at ﬁxed mass, composition, and age, and also for lith-
ium depletion on the main sequence in stars with surface
convection zones too shallow to burn lithium in the classical
models (e.g., Balachandran 1995; Pinsonneault 1997; Jones,
Fischer, & Soderblom 1999). The rate of main-sequence
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depletion is observed to decrease with age, and there are also
strong mass-dependent depletion eﬀects, none of which are
predicted by the classical stellar models.
A number of physical mechanisms neglected in classical
stellar models have been suggested as possible causes for the
discrepancies. Rotational mixing is one attractive explana-
tion since a range in initial rotation rates will produce a
range in rotational mixing rates and the rate of rotational
mixing would decrease with age as low-mass stars lose angu-
lar momentum. Unfortunately, models of Population II
stars cannot be subjected to the same stringent level of tests
that can be performed for open cluster stars. The major
unique signature of rotational mixing in the Population II
context is therefore the presence of a dispersion in lithium
abundance at ﬁxedmass and composition. As a result, much
of the theoretical and observational work on the subject has
therefore focused on the existence and magnitude of disper-
sion in the Population II lithium abundances.
In a previous paper (Pinsonneault et al. 1999, hereafter
PWSN) we computed the distribution of 7Li depletion fac-
tors expected from stellar models including rotational mix-
ing. The distribution of depletion factors was compared
with the largest uniform data set available, that of Thorburn
(1994, hereafter T94). We concluded that a combination of
the observed dispersion in abundances, the relative deple-
tion of the isotopes 7Li and 6Li, and the existence of a small
population of highly depleted stars all argued in favor of the
stellar depletion of lithium, and we placed bounds of 0.2–0.4
dex on the 7Li depletion factor. In this paper we compare
our theoretical calculations with the newer halo lithium data
set of RNB.
The principal properties of lithium depletion in stellar
models that include rotation can be summarized as follows.
Rotation can induce mixing in the radiative interiors of
stars, leading to surface lithium depletion during the main-
sequence phase of evolution. This depletion due to rota-
tional mixing is in addition to surface lithium depletion dur-
ing the pre–main-sequence and (in the case of cool stars)
main-sequence evolution. The degree of rotational mixing
depends on the angular momentum content and its evolu-
tion so that a range of pre–main-sequence rotation rates will
produce a range of lithium depletion factors in the sense that
rapid rotators experience more mixing and lithium deple-
tion than do slow rotators. There is compelling evidence
from the Population I data for main-sequence lithium deple-
tion as well as for a dispersion in lithium abundance at ﬁxed
mass, composition, and age; rotational mixing naturally
explains this pattern. PWSN found that halo star models
experience systematically less lithium depletion than do
solar abundance models for the same sets of initial
conditions.
The distribution of lithium depletion factors depends on
the distribution of initial conditions, which can be inferred
for young Population I clusters such as the Pleiades. This
distribution of pre–main-sequence rotation rates produced
a degree of dispersion that was correlated with the absolute
amount of 7Li depletion. Since the majority of young stars
have similar rotation rates, the majority of stars will experi-
ence similar 7Li depletions. There is, however, a subpopula-
tion of rapid rotators that are predicted to experience higher
7Li depletion. Comparison with the T94 data set led to a
range of 0.2–0.4 dex in the inferred stellar depletion
(PWSN). When combined with an observed ‘‘ Spite pla-
teau ’’ 7Li abundance of 2:25 0:10 (on the logarithmic
scale where H ¼ 12:0), this yielded a primordial 7Li abun-
dance in the range of 2.35–2.75. We emphasize that the
PWSNmodels have the following overall properties: in con-
trast to a simple Gaussian distribution of abundances, there
is a distribution with a core whose dispersion is dominated
by observational errors, along with a subpopulation (of
order 15 of the sample) with moderately higher depletion fac-
tors, and a smaller population of (order 2%–3% of the sam-
ple) with large depletion factors. These features will prove
important in our comparison with newer halo star data of
RNB.
1.2. New Results from RNB
The PWSN conclusions have recently been challenged by
RNB using data from a high-precision study of lithium
abundances in a smaller, albeit still signiﬁcant, sample of
halo stars. They obtained both a lower absolute observed
abundance (2.11) and a signiﬁcantly reduced error estimate
and dispersion. They attributed the residual dispersion to
chemical evolution (e.g., the observed spread in Li/H in
their view is caused by diﬀerences in post-BBN lithium pro-
duction correlated with the range in Fe/H). They argue that
their data set requires stellar depletion be minimal. In recent
papers (Ryan et al. 2000; Suzuki, Yoshii, & Beers 2000) the
RNB results have been used to argue that the primordial
lithium abundance is below their observed value in very
metal poor stars as a result of galactic production. In this
paper we compare our models with this new data set and we
also compare the RNB data set with other studies. We begin
by comparing the data set of RNB with the theoretical dis-
tributions of PWSN in x 2. We analyze the dispersion and
chemical evolution trends in x 3 and compare the RNB and
T94 data sets in x 4. Our conclusions concerning the primor-
dial abundance of lithium and its consequences for cosmol-
ogy are found in x 5.
2. COMPARISON OF THE MODELS WITH THE DATA
The RNB sample does have dispersion in excess of their
observational errors. RNB attribute this excess dispersion
to chemical evolution. We will begin by comparing the
RNB data to theory without any chemical evolution
detrending; we consider both the reality of any trend with
metallicity and its impact on the inferred lithium abundance
in x 3. We note here that none of the overall conclusions of
the comparison between data and theory in this section are
dramatically modiﬁed by the treatment of chemical evolu-
tion eﬀects (see x 3). Furthermore, an analysis of the models
without metallicity detrending provides the least model-
dependent constraint on the degree of rotational mixing.
Diﬀerences in stellar rotation rates will produce diﬀeren-
ces in the degree of rotational mixing, so excess dispersion
can be a signature of stellar depletion. However, the distri-
bution of stellar rotation rates is needed in order to predict
the distribution of stellar lithium depletion factors. Stellar
models with rotationmust also account for angular momen-
tum loss from a magnetic wind and internal angular
momentum transport. Finally, the degree of mixing for a
given angular momentum distribution must be speciﬁed (see
PWSN for a more detailed description).
As discussed in PWSN, rotation data in young open clus-
ter stars is our best current guide to the initial conditions
that might be applicable to halo stars. The majority of
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young stars are slow rotators with similar rotation rates;
these stars will have almost uniform depletion and very little
internal scatter. About 15% of young stars are rapid rota-
tors, including a subpopulation (about 3%) of very rapid
rotators. This will produce a tail of overdepleted stars in the
distribution. There are unavoidable observational selection
eﬀects that may inﬂuence the inferred distribution of rota-
tion velocities. For example, very slow initial rotators would
only have upper limits to their rotation velocity, so it is diﬃ-
cult to estimate how many stars should be underdepleted
compared to the median. There are occasional claims of
pre–main-sequence stars with very long periods, and this
might explain the occasional halo star above the lithium pla-
teau. At the other end, the rapid rotator tail is subject to
Poisson noise—the fastest spinner in the Pleiades is at 140
km s1 and the second fastest is at 90 km s1. So the very far
tail of the underdepleted stars is diﬃcult to pin down. How-
ever, the behavior of the peak of the distribution is not sensi-
tive to these details. This provides justiﬁcation for our
including the one upper limit lithium abundance in the
RNB sample and considering those outliers below, but not
above, the median in our tests of the models.
We can empirically constrain the angular momentum loss
and transport properties by comparing diﬀerent classes of
theoretical models to stellar observations as a function of
mass and age. Angular momentum transport and mixing by
hydrodynamic mechanisms are included in the models. We
calibrate the mixing by requiring that a solar model repro-
duce the solar lithium depletion at the age and rotation rate
of the Sun. However, we have no direct information on the
solar initial conditions; because angular momentum loss
scales as !3, stars with a wide range of initial rotation rates
end up with similar rotation rates at old ages. In PWSN, we
considered three solar calibrations (s0, s0.3, and s1), which
correspond to three diﬀerent overall normalizations for the
stellar lithium depletion. The s0 case assumes that the Sun
was initially a rapid rotator, so the typical star will experi-
ence much less depletion than the Sun; the s0.3 and s1 cases
correspond to assuming the Sun is more typical and the
overall expected stellar depletion is therefore larger.
The Pinsonneault, Deliyannis, & Demarque (1992) deple-
tion factor of 10 from rotational mixing came from the
assumption that the Sun was a typical star; furthermore,
these early models did not include a saturation of angular
momentum loss for rapidly rotating stars. The current gen-
eration of models is in signiﬁcantly better agreement with
more recent measurements of stellar rotation rates, which
permits us both to infer the distribution of rotation rates
and to rule out depletion factors as large as the 1992 values.
There will be two principal diﬀerences between rotation-
ally mixed and standard models that can be directly tested
with the halo star lithium data. The internal range in rota-
tion among slow rotators will produce an increase in the dis-
persion around the sample median relative to the
observational errors, and the rapid rotators will be overde-
pleted relative to the median. We therefore apply two statis-
tical tests to the data. We compare the cumulative
distribution of stars to theoretical distributions anchored at
the median abundance of the sample using a Kolomor-
gorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. This test allows us to measure the
constraints on stellar depletion from the tightness of the
bulk of the halo lithium plateau stars.
We also applied both a simple analytical model and
Monte Carlo simulations to test the probability of drawing
the observed number of outliers from the theoretical simula-
tions. For a given distance below the median there is a prob-
ability that any given star in the theoretical distribution will
lie at or below that abundance (P0). For a sample of size N,
the probability that there will be a given number I of stars
below such a threshold is SIP
I
0ð1 P0ÞNI , where SI is the
number of states capable of producing a given number of
outliers. For I ¼ 0, 1, SI ¼ 1, N, respectively; it is straight-
forward, if tedious, to compute the number of accessible
states for more outliers. We used Monte Carlo simulations
to check for the cases with larger numbers of outliers.
We also compare to a Gaussian distribution of errors.
This permits us to test for the possibility that the excess dis-
persion arises from a global underestimate of the observa-
tional errors and to quantify the relative agreement of
models with and without stellar depletion.
2.1. Comparison with the Cumulative Distribution
We convolved the theoretical distributions for the s0,
s0.3, and s1 cases of PWSN described above with Gaussian
observational errors of 0.035 dex (see x 4 for our determina-
tion of the observational errors). In Figure 1 we compare
the cumulative RNB distribution with these three models
and a Gaussian distribution of errors. The s0, s0.3, and s1
models have median depletion factors of 0.18, 0.32, and
0.50 dex, respectively; on the RNB abundance scale these
would correspond to initial abundances of 2.29, 2.43, and
2.56, respectively. Despite the very diﬀerent depletion fac-
tors, all of the models have similar properties in the core of
the distribution. Only the s1 case, with a high median stellar
depletion of 0.50 dex, predicts a core broader than the
observed distribution. Gaussian errors alone cannot repro-
duce both the tightness of the core and the presence of out-
liers in the sample.
K-S tests applied to this distribution indicate that there is,
respectively, a 60%, 25%, and 5% chance that the s0, s0.3,
and s1 cases could be drawn from the same distribution as
the data; by comparison, the Gaussian has an 86% chance
of being drawn from the same distribution as the data. We
conclude from this test, which is primarily sensitive to the
behavior of a sample around the median, that only high
depletion factors are problematic—although even the high-
est depletion case is only excluded at the 95% level. This con-
ﬁdence level is too low to absolutely rule out a model. There
is thus no contradiction between mild stellar depletion from
rotational mixing and the presence of a core of halo lithium
abundances with small internal scatter. These data suggest
that the internal dispersion in the core is primarily caused
by observational error and, furthermore, that an underesti-
mate of the observational errors is not responsible for the
excess scatter in the data. At the same time, it also provides
no support for depletion factors at or above the 0.5 dex
level.
2.2. Number of Outliers
Inspection of Figure 1 reveals that the theoretical distri-
butions predict more overdepleted stars than are present in
the data set but that there are more overdepleted stars in the
sample than are predicted by the observational errors (com-
pare the solid and dotted curves). Because of the small num-
ber of stars (23) in the sample and the even smaller number
of outliers expected in the sample (three to seven), we believe
that only tentative claims can bemade about the consistency
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(or lack thereof) of modest depletion factors with the data.
The basic issue is simply that the expected number of out-
liers in the rotational mixing models is small for a sample of
23 stars, which makes the conclusions subject to Poisson
noise.
As an illustration, consider the diﬀerent distributions in
Figure 1. The tail of the observed distribution up to an
abundance of 2.0 corresponds to three overdepleted stars; it
is clearly inconsistent with the expectation from observatio-
nal errors, since abundances this low are formally three  or
more below themedian and therefore very unlikely in a sam-
ple of 23 stars. The highest depletion case predicts more
stars more than 0.1 dex below the median (7) than are
observed (3). However, the sample is so small that the spe-
ciﬁc statistical conclusions depend sensitively on where the
threshold for deﬁning an outlier is deﬁned. If the threshold
is deﬁned at 2.01 (just above two of the three overdepleted
stars), then the expected fraction of outliers relative to the
data is minimized and there is a 45% chance of drawing the
observed number of stars relative to the s0 case and less than
a 0.1% probability of seeing as many as three outliers from
observational errors alone.
However, there is a gap in the sample between abundan-
ces of 2.00 and 2.06; if an outlier is deﬁned as being at or
below 2.05 the expected outlier fraction is increased and the
observed outlier fraction is the same. In this case there is a
10.6% chance of drawing the data from the minimally
depleted s0 distribution and an 11.4% chance of seeing as
many as three outliers from observational errors. Similar
ﬂuctuations arise from excluding the one upper limit from
the sample or clipping the tail of the theoretical distribution.
We therefore consider a range of probabilities from the
most stringent (counting all stars more than 0.06 dex below
the median as outliers) to the least stringent (counting all
stars more than 0.10 dex below the median as outliers).
The numbers in parenthesis after the listed fractional
probabilities in the second and third columns of Table 1 are
the expected number of outliers if we set the threshold for
deﬁning one at less than 2.01 or less than 2.06, respectively.
The actual number of outliers is three below 2.01 or below
2.06, e.g., there are no stars between 2.00 and 2.06. The
probabilities for the Gaussian are for having three or more
outliers; the probabilities for the other three cases are for
having three or fewer outliers. Because of sparse sampling
there is a range of possibilities for deﬁning what is an out-
lier. The closer the cut is to the median, the larger the num-
ber of expected outliers; this favors the no-depletion case
because there are more outliers than expected, but disfavors
the stellar depletion case because there are fewer outliers
than expected.
The RNB sample includes one star with very low lithium,
and it is reasonable to ask how much this aﬀects the statisti-
cal conclusions. If we exclude the one upper limit (G186-
26), the minimum/maximum probabilities for the s0 case
drop to 5.5% and 24.8%, respectively, for two outliers out of
22 stars. Therefore, even if this star is excluded, models with
rotational mixing are consistent with the data.
Ryan et al. (2001) have argued that the rare ultra–lith-
ium-depleted stars are binary merger products and that they
should therefore be excluded from samples of this type. In
support of this they note that there is a large diﬀerence in
abundance between the ultradepleted stars (of order 5%)
and others and that the fraction of overdepleted stars is very
high in intermediate metal abundance stars that are hot
enough to be plausible blue straggler candidates. By exten-
sion, they argue that some binary mergers could be below
the main-sequence turnoﬀ—e.g., produced by the same
physical mechanism even though they do not technically
qualify as blue stragglers.
We ﬁrst note that Ryan et al. (2001) do not establish a
causal link between high lithium depletion and binary
merger products; in fact, the authors argue that excess lith-
ium depletion may be the sole indicator of such processes.
As noted by Ryan et al., there are few empirical constraints
 
Fig. 1.—Cumulative observed distribution of RNB is compared with the
distributions expected from Gaussian errors with  ¼ 0:035 dex (short-
dashed line) and the s0 (medium-dashed line), s0.3 (dot-dashed line), and s1
(long-dashed line) distributions from PWSN convolved with the same error.
The zero point of the theoretical distributions is set by anchoring the
median depletion factors of 0.18, 0.32, and 0.50 dex, respectively, at the
sample median of 2.11.
TABLE 1
Outlier Tests, No Evolution
Probability
Case logðLi/Li0) <2.01 <2.06
Gaussian....... 0.00 0.00005 (0.02) 0.114 (1.0)
s0 .................. 0.18 0.45 (3.7) 0.11 (5.5)
s0.3 ............... 0.32 0.15 (5.1) 0.034 (7.4)
s1 .................. 0.50 0.05 (6.9) 0.014 (8.3)
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on the number of binary merger products below the main-
sequence turnoﬀ, and theoretical estimates of the produc-
tion of such systems are extremely uncertain. However, both
globular clusters and old open clusters can be used to estab-
lish that it is very unlikely that all overdepleted stars are
binary merger products. For example, in M67 approxi-
mately one-third of the main-sequence stars with eﬀective
temperatures between 5700 and 6000 K are highly depleted
(Jones et al. 1999). There also appears to be a comparable
population of overdepleted turnoﬀ stars in globular clusters,
although the data is sparse; it is very unlikely that such a
large fraction of main-sequence stars are binary mergers.
This indicates at minimum that high lithium depletion can
be produced by a mechanism unrelated to binary mass
transfer.
Excluding stars that do not ﬁt an expected pattern also
amounts to an eﬀective prior on the sample statistics. If
highly depleted stars are a priori excluded from lithium sam-
ples, then the highly depleted stars predicted by theoretical
models should also be removed when doing statistical com-
parisons. If we remove the observed upper limit and the
upper 5% of depletion factors from the theoretical models
on the grounds that they are rejected from samples of lith-
ium abundances, we recover the same (or higher) probabil-
ities as we infer from including the one upper limit in the
sample. Therefore, in this and subsequent tests we retain the
entire sample for statistical comparisons.
In contrast to the behavior around the sample median,
the number of outliers sets stronger constraints on stellar
depletion. The highest depletion case of 0.5 dex is ruled out
at the 95% conﬁdence level even if we use the most generous
deﬁnition of what constitutes an outlier; this is a consider-
ably stronger test than a similar conﬁdence level for a K-S
test. The Gaussian error model has severe diﬃculty repro-
ducing the observed number of outliers; it is excluded at the
90% conﬁdence limit 0.05 dex below the median and at
higher than a 99.9% conﬁdence level 0.10 dex below the
median. Formally, a model with 0.13 dex depletion would
provide the best ﬁt to the outlier fraction. The 0.32 dex
depletion case is not formally excluded, but it is certainly
disfavored by the present data set.
We can set some rough bounds on stellar depletion based
on the RNB data sample without considering the eﬀects of
chemical evolution (discussed in x 3) or possible systematic
diﬀerences in equivalent width measurements (see x 4). Stel-
lar depletion at the 0.1 dex level is fully consistent with the
data. Models with depletion as high as 0.5 dex are less than
5% probable, while models with no depletion are less than
10% probable. A range of depletion factors from 0.0 to 0.5
dex is therefore compatible with the entire RNB data set.
Excluding G186-26 from the sample would reduce the upper
limit to 0.4 dex while raising the probability of the no deple-
tion case to a range from 0.1% to 24%. However, we feel that
this case does not reﬂect a true limit to the depletion for the
reasons discussed above, while the zero depletion case is
already included in our error bounds. In any case, changing
the upper bound on the depletion to 0.4 dex would not
change the ﬁnal bounds adopted in x 5.2. PWSN compared
the same models with the full T94 data set and concluded
that stellar depletion at the 0.2 dex level provided the best ﬁt
to the dispersion in the T94 data set; a range of 0.2–0.4 dex
depletion was the result of several diﬀerent diagnostics of
stellar depletion including the presence of highly depleted
stars and 6Li to 7Li ratio measurements and limits. The base
RNB data set provides a lower central value for depletion;
but because of the small sample size the bounds on depletion
are actually widened relative to the conclusions of PWSN.
In the next sections we consider other eﬀects, and we will
return to our ﬁnal estimate of the primordial lithium abun-
dance in x 5.
3. TRENDS WITH METAL ABUNDANCE
The dispersion in the RNB sample exceeds their quoted
observational errors; as we have shown above, it is con-
sistent with the theoretical predictions of mild rota-
tional mixing. However, RNB concluded that the excess
dispersion in their sample could be explained instead by
post-BBN galactic production of lithium. As evidence
for this they performed ﬁts of lithium versus iron
adopting for the functional form a ﬁt that is a power law
in Li/H versus Fe/H: logðLi/HÞ ¼a0 þ a1[Fe/H], where
[Fe/H  logðFe/FeÞ.
Although this form may provide a good ﬁt to the data
over a limited range in metallicity, it certainly cannot
describe the evolution of an element whose BBN abundance
is expected to provide the dominant contribution to its halo
abundance. To account for a signiﬁcant BBN component
along with a chemical evolution component that may scale
linearly with the iron abundance (see for example Ryan et
al. 2000), the ﬁtting function should be of the form Li/
H ¼ ðLi/HÞP þ bðFe/FeÞ. Since post-BBN, early galactic
production of lithium may be dominated by cosmic-ray
nucleosynthesis that depends more on the oxygen than on
the iron abundance, Ryan et al. (2000) also considered the
consequences of an increasing oxygen abundance at low
iron abundance. In this case a linear ﬁt to lithium as a func-
tion of oxygen would take the form Li/H ¼ ðLi/
HÞP þ bðFe/FeÞ0.7. They found signiﬁcant slopes ranging
from 4:0 109 to 1:8 108 (in the linear iron–linear lith-
ium plane) and ranging from 0:9 109 to 3:4 109 (in
the linear oxygen–linear lithium plane) on the assumption
that the controversial claims of very high oxygen abundance
at low iron abundance are correct (Israelian, Garcia-Lopez,
&Rebolo 1998; Boesgaard et al. 1999; but see also Fulbright
& Kraft 1999; King 2000). Although we obtain somewhat
smaller slopes, we will show that the most important feature
of these chemical evolution ﬁts is that they do not explain
the outliers seen in the RNB sample. Therefore, in contrast
to RNB, we ﬁnd that chemical evolution cannot account for
the excess dispersion observed in their sample.
There are several issues that eﬀect the quantitative ﬁts for
the possible early (low-metallicity) evolution of lithium. For
example, the ﬁts depend on the adopted stellar metallicities
and RNB included two sets of metallicity estimates. A liter-
ature value was taken from Ryan & Norris (1991); Ryan,
Norris, & Bessel (1991), Carney et al. (1994), and (for one
star) Beers, Preston, & Shectman (1992). There was also a 1
A˚ resolution estimate directly obtained by RNB for 21/22
detections in their sample. Since no error estimates are
quoted in the paper, we estimated them in two ways. The
rms diﬀerence between the two sets is 0.14 dex, consistent
with a 1  error of 0.1 dex in each. This is also consistent
with the error estimates in the primary sources used by
RNB for the ‘‘ literature ’’ values. Furthermore, there is a
zero-point diﬀerence of 0.13 dex between the literature and
RNB metallicities, in the sense that the RNB values are
higher. This diﬀerent metallicity zero point contributes to
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the range in the inferred chemical evolution slopes in the
sense that the slope inferred from the RNB metallicities is
smaller than that obtained with the literature metallicities.
Because the corrections to the lithium abundances are small,
only in the literature case does the error in the metallicity
have an impact on the overall dispersion (raising  from
0.035 to 0.040 in the most extreme case).
In addition, the RNB literature metallicities have an
embedded eﬀect that produces a signiﬁcant component of
the higher slope. Two of the sources—Ryan &Norris (1991)
and Ryan et al. (1991)—are systematically 0.15 dex lower
than Carney et al. (1994) because of a diﬀerence in the
assumed solar iron abundance. The Ryan et al. (1991) abun-
dances were corrected to the Carney et al. (1994) scale, but
the Ryan & Norris (1991) values were not; RNB also did
not use Ryan & Norris (1991) or Carney when there was an
abundance from Ryan et al. (1991). To test for the impor-
tance of this eﬀect we used the same primary sources but
corrected Ryan & Norris (1991) to the Carney et al. (1994)
scale. We then averaged multiple measurements weighted
by their respective errors. This reduces the rms scatter com-
pared with the RNB 1 A˚ metallicities by 25%, and the slope
also drops by 25%. The direct 1  error in [Fe/H] is 0.08 dex.
We therefore conclude that half of the diﬀerence between
the literature and RNB abundances is caused by the combi-
nation of data from diﬀerent sources in the RNB literature
values and the other half is the metallicity zero point. We
use the published literature RNB data for comparison with
other papers that have used this data; we believe that the
homogeneous RNB metallicities are a better choice for
chemical evolution studies.
In Table 2 we show the data we used. The abundance
errors were estimated by adding in quadrature the Teﬀ error,
the RNB slope of 0.065 dex per 100 K, and the RNB equiva-
lent width error in the linear curve of growth approxima-
tion. We obtain an average sample error of 0.036 dex rather
than the RNB value of 0.033 dex; we have not been able to
trace the origin of the diﬀerence between our estimate and
the value in the RNB paper. The T94 abundances have been
converted to the RNB temperature scale using the tempera-
ture correction above; the T94 errors were estimated from
the T94 equivalent width errors and the temperature errors
as described above. The average T94 error is 0.06 dex; we
defer a discussion of the T94 data to x 4.
We considered two sets of iron abundances and two ﬁt-
ting functions in metal abundance: a linear relationship
between iron and lithium and a linear relationship between
oxygen and lithium under the assumption that O/
O ¼ ðFe/FeÞ0:7: This gives four basic cases. As already
noted by RNB, much of the slope comes from three outliers
in the sample; we therefore repeated the analysis for all four
sets with the same outliers excluded, as discussed in RNB.
In Table 3 we present the eight sets of results. Both the error
in the lithium abundance and the error in the metal abun-
dance were accounted for in the least-squares ﬁt and are
reﬂected in the predicted error. The cases are identiﬁed in
the ﬁrst column; the ﬁrst four include outliers and the last
four do not. The cases starting with L use the RNB [Fe/H]
metal abundances, which yield a low slope; the cases start-
ing with H use the literature [Fe/H] values, which yield a
high slope. The cases ending with F are linear ﬁts in iron,
and the cases ending with O are linear ﬁts in oxygen assum-
ing that [O/Fe] rises at lowmetal abundance. The zero point
and slope of the diﬀerent ﬁts are in the second and third col-
umns. The median abundance corrected to zero metal abun-
dance and both the predicted and actual residual dispersion
are given in the fourth through sixth columns. The diﬀerent
cases are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
TABLE 2
Observational Data
[Fe/H] RNB T94
Star Literature RNB
Teﬀ
(K) [Li]
EW
(mA˚) [Li]
EW
(mA˚)
LP 651-4 ................. 2.96 2.60 6240 30 2.11 0.039 19.6 1.6 . . . . . .
G4-37...................... 2.73 2.70 6050 40 2.11 0.045 25.9 2.3 2.08 0.083 19 3.4
LP 831-7 ................. 3.25 3.32 6050 20 2.07 0.029 23.1 1.4 2.18 0.051 23 2.6
CD331173.......... 3.14 2.91 6250 20 2.06 0.032 17.2 1.2 1.99 0.089 12 2.4
BD+3740............. 2.78 2.70 6240 40 2.11 0.035 19.5 1.1 2.34 0.051 24 2.4
BD+241676 ......... 2.71 2.38 6170 30 2.10 0.047 21.1 2.2 2.37 0.049 28 2.9
BD+202030 ......... 2.71 2.64 6200 40 2.11 0.048 20.5 2.0 2.29 0.049 23 2.2
BD+92190........... 2.89 2.83 6250 30 2.00 0.042 14.6 1.3 2.19 0.085 18 3.4
BD+12341p......... 2.82 2.79 6260 40 2.09 0.046 17.8 1.6 2.34 0.057 21 2.6
HD 84937 ............... 2.30 2.12 6160 30 2.17 0.027 24.9 1.1 2.25 0.053 22 2.5
BD133442.......... 2.99 2.79 6210 30 2.12 0.034 21.0 1.4 2.42 0.053 30 3.4
G 64-12 ................... 3.17 3.24 6220 30 2.14 0.029 21.2 1.1 2.38 0.059 28 3.6
G 64-37 ................... 3.23 3.15 6240 30 2.09 0.040 18.2 1.5 2.06 0.054 14 1.6
BD+262651 ......... 2.88 . . . 6150 40 2.12 0.038 22.5 1.5 2.20 0.064 20 2.9
CD711234.......... 2.50 2.60 6190 30 2.20 0.025 25.9 0.9 2.36 0.051 27 2.9
BD+263578 ......... 2.54 2.24 6150 40 2.15 0.032 24.6 1.1 . . . . . .
LP 635-1 ................. 2.65 2.66 6270 30 2.15 0.032 20.2 1.2 2.34 0.074 24 3.9
LP 815-4 ................. 3.05 3.00 6340 30 2.09 0.046 16.1 1.6 2.35 0.046 22 2.1
CS 22943095 ........ 2.55 2.20 6140 40 2.12 0.035 23.0 1.3 . . . . . .
CD35 14849 ....... 2.63 2.38 6060 20 2.17 0.024 28.8 1.4 . . . . . .
G126-52 .................. 2.57 2.45 6210 40 2.08 0.044 19.1 1.6 2.35 0.066 26 3.6
CD2417504........ 3.55 3.24 6070 20 1.97 0.033 18.1 1.3 2.15 0.072 21 3.4
G186-26 .................. 2.85 . . . 6180 . . . . . . <1.36 <2
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There are two important conclusions to be drawn from
this exercise. First, the chemical evolution slopes are sensi-
tive to all of the assumptions in the models, with a wide
range of slopes possible. Second, detrending the data in the
linear Li versus Fe or O plane does not bring the outliers
onto the mean trend. In all cases the formal dispersion of
the detrended samples are larger than the estimated errors.
This can be traced directly to the presence of outliers whose
lithium abundance diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the sample
mean. Intuitively this can be easily understood; because the
absolute metal abundances of the stars are small, there is lit-
tle room for a signiﬁcant chemical evolution correction.
There are three stars noted as outliers in the RNB chemical
evolution analysis: CD 2417504 (½Li ¼ 1:97 0:033, 4.2
 below the mean); BD +92190 (½Li ¼ 2:0 0:042, 2.6 
below the mean); and CD 711234 (½Li ¼ 2:20 0:025,
3.6  above the mean). In the linear ﬁt to the literature iron
TABLE 3
Chemical Evolution Fits

Case 1010 LiP 1010 Slope Median [Li] Predicted Observed
HF............ 1.11 0.05 97.5 24.7 2.045 0.041 0.046
LF............. 1.17 0.05 44.3 16.6 2.065 0.039 0.049
HO............ 1.04 0.06 21.4 5.0 2.015 0.044 0.048
LO ............ 1.12 0.06 11.4 4.0 2.05 0.039 0.051
HFno........ 1.21 0.03 56.8 17.0 2.070 0.038 0.045
LFno ........ 1.22 0.03 29.3 9.8 2.080 0.037 0.049
HOno........ 1.16 0.04 12.8 3.6 2.055 0.039 0.046
LOno ........ 1.19 0.04 7.4 2.4 2.065 0.038 0.050
Fig. 2.—Chemical evolution ﬁts to the RNB data set using the RNB lit-
erature metal abundances (top) and the RNB low-resolution metal abun-
dances (bottom) in the linear Li–linear Fe plane. The solid line includes all
stars; the dashed lines excludes the stars identiﬁed as outliers in RNB.
Fig. 3.—Chemical evolution ﬁts to the RNB data set using the RNB lit-
erature metal abundances (top) and the RNB low-resolution metal abun-
dances (bottom) under the assumption of strong oxygen enhancement in
metal poor stars. We mapped Fe onto Z as described in the text and per-
formed a least-squares ﬁt in the linear Li–linear Z plane. The solid line
includes all stars; the dashed line excludes the stars identiﬁed as outliers in
RNB.
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abundances these three stars are, respectively, 2.4  below,
2.3  below, and 2.0  above the mean; for the linear ﬁt to
the RNB iron abundances the same stars are, respectively,
3.3  below, 2.3  below, and 3.8  above the mean. There is
also the upper limit in G186-26, making a total of 4/23
outliers regardless of the presence or absence of chemical
evolution detrending. Similar results apply to the power-law
ﬁts.
We have not performed chemical evolution ﬁts for our
rotationally mixed models because it is not a well-posed
problem for such a small sample of lithium abundances; a
metallicity-dependent distribution of stellar depletion fac-
tors needs to be convolved with a mean chemical evolution
trend. From PWSN we can anticipate that the contribution
of a range of metallicities to the dispersion will be small and
diﬃcult to detect in a sample of this size.
3.1. Comparison of Theory and Observation Including
Chemical Evolution Detrending
Table 4 presents the results of K-S and outlier test com-
parisons of the models and data under diﬀerent chemical
evolution detrending scenarios. We have used the same the-
oretical models as in x 2. As noted in Table 3, the additional
observational errors from the uncertainty in lithium pro-
duction does not signiﬁcantly impact the overall observed
error. Because the various ﬁts yield similar conclusions, in
Figure 4 we show only the most probable of these cases. The
observational data in Figure 4 is the cumulative distribution
of [Li] from the linear ﬁt to the RNBmetal abundances, cor-
rected to zero metal abundance. We compare this data set to
a Gaussian with  ¼ 0:04 dex and the same three theoretical
distributions as in Figure 1. The qualitative trends are simi-
lar to those obtained with the base RNB data.
The ﬁve cases considered are no chemical evolution; low
slope, linear Li-Fe (LF); low slope, linear Li-O (LO); high-
slope linear iron (HF); and high-slope linear O (HO). The
ﬁrst three columns are the probabilities of drawing the data
from the theoretical s0, s0.3, and s1 distributions. The no
evolution case is evaluated at 0.1 dex below the median; the
other cases are smoother and are evaluated in 0.01 dex
increments between 0.05 and 0.1 dex below the median
and averaged. The second set of three columns are the
K-S test probabilities for the same cases and theoretical
distributions.
In Table 5 we give both the zero points and inferred pri-
mordial abundances for the diﬀerent cases on the RNB
abundance scale; we argue elsewhere that these should be
adjusted up by 0.1 dex because of systematic model atmo-
sphere/temperature scale eﬀects.
3.2. Chemical Evolution Implications for 6Li
If, indeed, the abundance of lithium is evolving at very
low metallicity as RNB suggest, the most likely source of
post-BBN lithium is from cosmic-ray nucleosynthesis
(Reeves, Fowler, & Hoyle 1970). One consequence of cos-
mic-ray nucleosynthesis is the concomitant production of
6Li along with 7Li resulting in comparable amounts of post-
BBN production of both isotopes. At very low metallicity
the lithium isotope production is dominated by - fusion
(Steigman &Walker 1992) leading to a 7/6 production ratio
of R76  1:6 (Kneller, Phillips, & Walker 2000). At higher
TABLE 4
Chemical Evolution Probabilities
Outlier Test KS Test
Case s0 s0.3 s1 s0 s0.3 s1
None........ 0.45 0.15 0.05 0.49 0.13 0.06
LF............ 0.31 0.11 0.04 0.32 0.15 0.05
LO ........... 0.38 0.15 0.06 0.52 0.18 0.04
HF........... 0.38 0.13 0.045 0.34 0.14 0.03
HO........... 0.35 0.12 0.04 0.66 0.19 0.06
 
Fig. 4.—RNB data presented here has been corrected to zero metal
abundance using the LF model slope including all stars. The cumulative
observed distribution of RNB corrected for chemical evolution is compared
with the distributions expected from Gaussian errors with  ¼ 0:04 dex
(short-dashed line) and the s0 (medium-dashed line), s0.3 (dot-dashed line),
and s1 (long-dashed line) distributions from PWSN. The zero point of the
theoretical distributions is set by anchoring the median depletion factors of
0.18, 0.32, and 0.50 dex, respectively, at the sample median of 2.07.
TABLE 5
Inferred Primordial Lithium
Case Observed s0 s0.3 s1
None........ 2.11 2.29 2.43 2.61
LF............ 2.07 2.25 2.39 2.57
LO ........... 2.05 2.23 2.37 2.55
HF........... 2.05 2.23 2.37 2.55
HO........... 2.02 2.20 2.34 2.52
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metallicity this ratio decreases slightly to R76  1:5 (Steig-
man & Walker 1992; Kneller et al. 2000). As a result, the
6Li/7Li ratio provides a means to test the RNB hypothesis
that the lithium abundance is increasing at a noticeable rate
in the early Galaxy at very lowmetallicity (½Fe/Hd 2). If
the observed lithium abundances (without allowance for
depletion by rotational mixing) are ﬁtted to a metallicity
relation of the form Li/H ¼ aþ bx, where a  ðLi/HÞP and
x is either Fe/Fe or (Fe/Fe)0.7, the predicted 7/6 ratio is
7Li=6Li ¼ R76 þ ð1þ R76Þa
bx
: ð1Þ
At present, detections of 6Li are claimed for three metal-
poor stars (Smith, Lambert, & Nissen 1993, 1998; Hobbs, &
Thorburn 1991, 1997; Hobbs, Thorburn, & Rebull 1999;
Nissen et al. 1999, 2000), two of which are included in the
RNB sample. In Figure 5 we compare the observed 6/7
ratios with those predicted by RNB evolution for
1:5dR76d1:6. The [Fe/H] values are taken from Nissen et
al. 2000). While the post-BBN evolution suggested by RNB
may account for the observed 6/7 ratio in one (possibly
two) stars, it is clear that it is too rapid to satisfy all the
observational data.
Of course, if we are correct that some depletion via rota-
tional mixing can have occurred in one or more of these
stars, it may be that the observed 6/7 ratios are not repre-
sentative of the prestellar values. As an illustration, we show
by the open circles in Figure 5 the predictions for our stand-
ard (i.e., no rotational mixing or gravitational settling)
model depletion. We emphasize though that these ‘‘ pre-
dicted ’’ data points should not be compared to the evolu-
tion curves that have been derived on the assumption of no
depletion. Nonetheless, it is clear that no simple model for
post-BBN lithium production can account for all three data
points in the absence of some 6Li depletion. We note that
the two stars in the RNB sample (HD 84937 and BD
+263578) have lithium abundances slightly above the
(undepleted) plateau (2.17 and 2.15, respectively); this may
indicate that they are detectable because they are a bit
underdepleted within the rotational mixing context.
There is, of course, the possibility that while cosmic-ray
nucleosynthesis may be the main source for the low-metal-
licity production of 9Be and 6Li (and 10B), another source
(Type II supernovae?) may dominate the early production
of 7Li (and 11B), breaking the 6Li-7Li connection. If so, then
the low-metallicity production of 7Li could be enhanced
over that from cosmic-ray nucleosynthesis without violating
the above constraints from the observed abundances of 6Li
in the most metal-poor stars.
4. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
In the preceding sections we have compared our results
with the RNB data sample, reaching qualitatively similar
conclusions to those drawn from earlier data sets, in partic-
ular from the large T94 sample that we used in PWSN.
However, there are some observational diﬀerences, and it is
important to identify how and why the various observatio-
nal data sets diﬀer. RNB obtained lithium observations for
23 halo stars; one star (G186-26) had only an upper limit
and was excluded from their dispersion analysis. The RNB
sample of stars were chosen in a narrow Teﬀ range with a
low metal abundance. Eighteen of the 22 remaining stars
were also studied in T94, a sample designed with similar
goals. There were also 18 stars in common with the earlier
Ryan et al. (1996) data set and 10 stars in common with the
Spite & Spite (1993) sample (Spite et al. 1996; Spite & Spite
1982; Spite, Maillard, & Spite 1984 [hereafter SS]). Because
the Ryan et al. (1996) sample is dominated by the large num-
ber of stars from the T94 sample, there are really only two
independent, primary samples which may be compared with
RNB: T94 and the SS sample.
4.1. Comparison with Other Data Sets
4.1.1. Comparison with T94: The Origin of Diﬀerences in
Zero Point and Dispersion
The conclusions drawn by RNB and T94 are markedly
diﬀerent despite the signiﬁcant overlap in the two samples
and their similar goals and design. We therefore begin by
examining the ingredients that could be responsible for this
diﬀerence, namely, (1) the statistics of the subset of the T94
data set studied by RNB, relative to the statistics of the
entire T94 data set; (2) the choice of eﬀective temperature
 
Fig. 5.—Measurements of 6Li to 7Li ( ﬁlled circles) are compared with
the predictions of the diﬀerent chemical evolution models; the solid lines
correspond to the range of uncertainties for the high-slope cases, and the
dashed lines correspond to the range of uncertainties for the low slope
cases. The top panel uses the linear Li–linear Fe ﬁts and the bottom panel
estimates the eﬀect of strong oxygen enhancement in the most metal-poor
stars in the same fashion as Fig. 3. See text for data sources; the open circles
include a classical model 6Li depletion factor of 0.2 dex for the two more
metal-rich detections.
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scale; (3) the equivalent width measurements; and (4) the
model atmospheres used to relate equivalent width and
eﬀective temperature to abundance.
The raw dispersion measured by RNB for their sample of
22 stars (0.052 dex) is very similar to the raw dispersion for
the subset of their 18 stars in common with T94 (0.054 dex),
suggesting that the stars not in common do not strongly
inﬂuence the overall result. The raw dispersion for the full
T94 sample was 0.13 dex, similar to the dispersion of 0.12
dex that would be inferred for the subset of 18 stars from the
T94 data. Therefore, the RNB data set appears to be a fair
subsample of the T94 data set. This is not surprising since
both were chosen using similar kinematic, metal abundance,
and eﬀective temperature criteria. However, the average
abundances for the stars in common derived by RNB and
by T94 diﬀer signiﬁcantly, 2.11 and 2.29, respectively.
In subsequent steps we examined the impact of changes in
the temperature scale and equivalent widths. The Teﬀ scale
chosen by RNB is diﬀerent (and on average cooler) than
that used by T94. To estimate the importance of this eﬀect,
we compared the temperatures used by RNB and T94. We
used the RNB slope of 0.065 dex per 100 K to infer the lith-
ium abundances that T94 would have obtained using the
RNB temperature scale. If the diﬀerent temperatures
adopted by T94 and RNB were responsible for the diﬀerent
conclusions about the sample dispersion we would expect a
large decrease in the sample dispersion by performing this
operation while retaining the T94 equivalent widths and
model atmospheres. Adopting the RNB temperatures
reduces the average abundance inferred using the T94
equivalent widths and atmosphere model only from 2.29 to
2.25, while actually slightly increasing the dispersion that
would have been inferred from the T94 data relative to the
T94 Teﬀ scale. The abundances that would have been
inferred from the T94 equivalent widths and model atmos-
pheres with the RNB Teﬀ scale are given in Table 2 (see x 2).
We conclude that while the choice of temperature scale does
inﬂuence the abundance zero point, the diﬀerent tempera-
ture scales do not explain the diﬀerence in the dispersion of
the samples. We illustrate this in Figure 6, where the RNB
abundances are compared with the T94 abundances for
stars in common shifted to the same Teﬀ scale. The intrinsic
scatter is clearly larger for the T94 equivalent widths, even
accounting for the larger formal equivalent width error
bars.
We also derived the abundances that T94 would have
obtained had both the lithium equivalent widths and tem-
peratures of RNB been used instead of the equivalent
widths and Teﬀ as adopted by T94. The sole remaining dif-
ference after this has been done is the choice of model
atmospheres relating equivalent width, temperature, and
abundance. For this test we used the linear curve of growth
approximation; e.g., the corrected ½Li/H ¼ ½Li/
H(T94Þ þ logðEW½RNB/EW½T94). Changing the equiva-
lent widths (along with Teﬀ) leads to a large decrease in the
dispersion, from 0.13 to 0.07 dex; furthermore, the average
inferred abundance decreases to 2.22. The average diﬀer-
ence between the equivalent width measurements of RNB
and T94 is 1.9 mA˚ (in the sense that T94 is systematically
higher), so there is both a zero-point shift and a diﬀerence in
the range of equivalents widths at ﬁxed Teﬀ in the RNB sam-
ple relative to the T94 sample.
We attribute the remaining zero-point shift to one of two
eﬀects. The linear curve of growth assumption that we have
employed could introduce some errors; T94 and RNB also
used diﬀerent model atmospheres to relate abundance to
equivalent width. Ryan et al. (2000) estimate the systematic
diﬀerences arising from the diﬀerent model atmospheres to
be at the 	0.08 dex level, which can account for all but a
small (0.03 dex) diﬀerence in the mean abundance. We
therefore conclude that the reason for the signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent RNB dispersion estimates from those of T94 are due
to diﬀerences in the underlying basic equivalent width data
and not by the choice of Teﬀ, the sample properties, or the
model atmospheres. In contrast, the diﬀerence in the lithium
abundance zero point can be attributed to a combination of
a diﬀerent Teﬀ scale, systematically lower RNB equivalent
widths relative to T94, and the choice of diﬀerent model
atmospheres. This leads to a large overall diﬀerence between
the mean abundances derived for stars in common, corre-
Fig. 6.—RNB data set (top panel ) is compared with the T94 data set
under three diﬀerent assumptions. The published T94 data for stars in com-
mon is presented in the second panel. The third panel shows the eﬀect of
replacing the T94 Teﬀ values with those from RNB. The bottom panel
shows the eﬀect of replacing both the temperatures and equivalent width
measurements of T94 with the RNB values under the assumption of a linear
curve of growth.
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sponding to a change in the inferred primordial lithium
abundance comparable to the lower end of the range of stel-
lar depletion presented in PWSN.
There is an average zero-point oﬀset of 2.5 mA˚ in the
RNB sample relative to the SS data set; a similar eﬀect com-
pared was discussed in Ryan et al. (1996). The overall mor-
phology is similar to that between T94 and RNB: two of 10
points diﬀer by more than 2  even when the zero-point oﬀ-
set is taken into account. For completeness, we note that
there is also a zero-point oﬀset of 0.8 mA˚ relative to the
Ryan et al. (1996) analysis; as mentioned above, because
this sample is heavily weighted by the T94 sample we did
not perform a separate comparison of the Ryan et al. (1996)
and RNB samples. We therefore conclude that zero-point
diﬀerences in equivalent width measurements appear to be
signiﬁcant, and by themselves they contribute an uncer-
tainty of order 10% to the absolute abundances.
4.2. Interpretation of the Diﬀerences
Even before reducing the dispersion by appealing to
chemical evolution trends, the RNB sample has a smaller
dispersion than does the T94 sample. RNB attributed the
diﬀerences between their data and that of T94 to an underes-
timate of the errors in the T94 data. In particular, T94 did
not correct for scattered light and sky subtraction. RNB
note that this could increase the formal errors of individual
data points in the T94 sample by a factor up to 1.7. In this
case, one would not expect a Gaussian distribution of the
diﬀerences in equivalent widths, since the T94 stars with the
largest relative errors from these eﬀects would be aﬀected
more than those where the quoted T94 error estimates are
accurate. There is an independent test of this hypothesis: we
can compare the results of SS with those of T94. If the most
discrepant points are due to larger than expected errors in
the T94 measurements, then there is no reason to expect the
SS sample to have encountered the same problems.
In Figure 7 we compare equivalent width measurements
for stars from diﬀerent sources (RNB; T94; SS). The three
left-hand panels compare the eight stars with measurements
from all three sources; the right-hand panels compare RNB
with the stars in common with the T94 and SS data sets,
respectively. Although the overlap among the samples is
small (eight stars), we see no direct evidence that the T94
data is in conﬂict with the two other data sets; similarly,
Ryan et al. (1996) found a good correlation between the SS
data and the T94 data once a zero-point oﬀset was taken
into account.
In light of the ambiguous results above, it is worth return-
ing to the question of what degree of stellar depletion is con-
sistent with the T94 data. Because the RNB Teﬀ errors are
signiﬁcantly smaller than the T94 errors, the average error
using the T94 equivalent widths is reduced to 0.06 dex. This
provides a smaller but more precise sample than the one
used in PWSN.
Adopting the T94 equivalent widths instead of the RNB
equivalent widths produces a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent cumula-
tive distribution. We compare the observed distribution
with theoretical simulations convolved with a  ¼ 0:06 dex
Gaussian in Figure 8. The s0.3 case with 0.32 dex depletion
is now the best ﬁt, while the 0.18 and 0.5 dex depletion cases
are only marginally consistent.We include this to emphasize
that the diﬀerences between the observational data sets
needs to be reconciled in order to set more precise bounds
on stellar depletion.
In conclusion, we ﬁnd that the large diﬀerence between
the results of RNB and T94 in their dispersion analyses can
be traced directly to equivalent width measurements. The
overall deviations exceed those predicted from the quoted
errors. There are signiﬁcant zero-point oﬀsets, and external
comparison with a small overlap sample from SS does not
clearly identify a problem with the T94 values. We therefore
caution that further observational work is likely needed to
uncover the origin of the diﬀerences, particularly since the
overall conclusions depend sensitively on the presence or
absence of a small number of outliers.
5. DISCUSSION
Knowledge of the primordial lithium abundance sets
interesting constraints on big bang nucleosynthesis. How-
ever, the determination of the primordial lithium abun-
dance relies both on observational data as well as on the
model for stellar depletion. The most recent 7Li abundance
data sets exhibit a core with little internal scatter and a small
 
 
 
Fig. 7.—Equivalent width measurements from RNB, T94, and SS are
compared in this ﬁgure. The three left-hand panels include stars in common
to all three sets. RNB data are compared to SS data in the top left-hand
panel, RNB data are compared to T94 data in the middle left-hand panel,
and SS data are compared to T94 in the bottom left-hand panel. The two
right-hand panels compare the RNB data with the full overlap sample of SS
(top right) and T94 (bottom right).
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number of outliers; these properties have been used to argue
that there is little, if any, room for any stellar depletion. We
have analyzed the RNB data set and ﬁnd that with or with-
out accounting for a trend with metal abundance the data is
consistent with mild stellar depletion; the best-ﬁt depletion
is in the range of 0.1–0.2 dex. Theoretical models with rota-
tional mixing depletion this low predict a core with small
scatter, since the large majority of young stars have low,
and similar, rotation rates. Therefore, the number of out-
liers is a stronger test of the presence or absence of disper-
sion from rotational mixing. Either the no-depletion case or
models with lithium as depleted as 0.5 dex are unlikely based
on both K-S tests and the predicted number of overdepleted
outliers as compared with the observed number. Our results
diﬀer from those of RNB because they detrended the data in
the logðLi)–logðFe) plane rather than in the linear Li–linear
Fe plane, which is more appropriate when testing for the
presence of post-BBN 7Li production. Similar conclusions
can be derived from the observed ratio of 6Li to 7Li.
We have also compared the T94 and RNB data sets and
ﬁnd that the diﬀerent conclusions that the two papers drew
about the dispersion in lithium among halo stars can be
traced directly to diﬀerences in equivalent width. If the T94
equivalent widths are used instead of the RNB equivalent
widths, a stellar depletion factor of 0.3 dex is inferred. We
ﬁnd no compelling evidence of problems in the T94 data by
comparing both it and RNB with an (admittedly small) set
of stars in common with other studies. This indicates that
there is further work to do on the observational front before
making sweeping claims with implications for cosmology.
Systematic observational errors from the temperature scale
(0.05 dex), choice of model atmospheres (0.08 dex), and
equivalent width zero-point errors (0.05 dex) alone yield an
uncertainty of 0.11 dex in the observed 7Li abundance
before considering stellar depletion—an error of similar
magnitude to the theoretical uncertainties. In the last two
sections we discuss the issues and uncertainties involved in
the stellar modeling and the implications for BBN.
5.1. Stellar Physics Models
Further improvements are also desirable in the theoreti-
cal modeling of mixing and diﬀusion processes in the enve-
lopes of low-mass stars. These fall into the general
categories of improved stellar physics on the one hand and
better knowledge of the distribution of initial conditions
and the angular momentum loss law on the other hand.
In Population I stars we have extensive empirical data on
the distribution of rotation rates as a function of mass and
age. We can only observe very metal poor stars when they
are old and therefore must extrapolate the behavior of Pop-
ulation I stars into a diﬀerent metallicity regime. The best
prospect for constraining the theory is in observations of
young clusters of intermediate metallicity; this will permit a
direct test of the distribution of rotation rates and their time
evolution. If the fraction of rapid rotators is diﬀerent from
that present in Population I open clusters, the predicted
number of outliers would be aﬀected. More eﬃcient angular
momentum loss in metal-poor stars could also reduce the
predicted number of overdepleted stars for a given absolute
depletion.
On the stellar physics side, the important uncertainties
are internal angular momentum transport and the interac-
tion of gravitational settling and rotational mixing. Helio-
seismic data indicates that the solar internal rotation is
independent of depth in the radiative core down to 0.2 solar
radii (e.g., Chaplin et al. 1999); the situation in deeper layers
is less certain (compare Chaplin et al. 1999 with Gavryu-
seva, Gavryusev, & di Mauro 2000). The spin-down of
young open cluster stars, however, is not consistent with
uniform rotation enforced on a very short timescale (Krish-
namurthi et al. 1997). This combination implies that the
timescale for eﬀective angular momentum coupling between
the surface and interior is intermediate between the ages of
the young open clusters (50–100 Myr) and the Sun (4.57
Gyr). We are currently evaluating models in the limiting
case of uniform rotation at all times to infer the impact on
the predicted depletion. The general sense would be to
reduce lithium depletion in models with shallower convec-
tion zones (because the diﬀusion coeﬃcients are larger if the
core rotates more rapidly than the surface). Therefore, the
predicted degree of depletion in halo stars for a given solar
calibration will be reduced. However, a range of stellar
depletion factors for a range in solar initial conditions will
still be possible; the net eﬀect will be to make the observed
 
  
 
 
Fig. 8.—Cumulative observed distribution of the RNB sample using the
T94 model atmospheres and equivalent widths is compared with the distri-
butions expected from Gaussian errors with  ¼ 0:06 dex (short-dashed
line) and the s0 (medium-dashed line), s0.3 (dot-dashed line), and s1 (long-
dashed line) distributions from PWSN convolved with the same error. The
zero point of the theoretical distributions is set by anchoring the median
depletion factors of 0.18, 0.32, and 0.50 dex, respectively, at the sample
median of 2.25.
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halo star depletion consistent with less extreme values of the
solar initial conditions.
Finally, gravitational settling and microscopic diﬀusion
could aﬀect surface lithium abundances. The gravitational
settling of helium will produce a mean molecular weight
gradient below the surface convection zone; composition
gradients could reduce the eﬀect of mixing (see Zahn 1992
for a discussion). If rotational mixing was simply sup-
pressed, however, models with gravitational settling predict
a decrease in halo star surface lithium with increased eﬀec-
tive temperature; the absence of such a trend has been used
as an argument against a signiﬁcant eﬀect from diﬀusion on
surface lithium abundances (Chaboyer et al. 1992). In a
recent paper, Salaris & Weiss (2001) have applied a more
sophisticated model for the predicted eﬀect of gravitational
settling on surface lithium. Their paper includes both the
eﬀect of metal diﬀusion and a more sophisticated compari-
son of observation and theory. With this improved physical
model Salaris & Weiss conclude that models with diﬀusion
alone cannot be ruled out with the current observational
data.
Population I observations can be used to place more
stringent constraints on the physical mechanisms for lith-
ium depletion, however, and in that case the observed pat-
tern is not consistent with diﬀusion-only models (see
Pinsonneault 1997 for a discussion). We therefore contend
that a complete physical model would ideally include both
eﬀects; Salaris & Weiss (2001) indicate the appropriate
physics that should be included on the gravitational settling
aspect of the problem.
Vauclair (1999) has raised the possibility of a nonlinear
interaction that results in the partial suppression of both
mixing and diﬀusion. This is an interesting possibility that
should be investigated; a more complete analysis can be
found in Theado & Vauclair (2001). Theado & Vauclair
obtain a degree of mixing consistent with our results; in their
models a nearly uniform depletion of lithium is achieved
because more eﬀective mixing in hotter stars is cancelled by
more eﬀective diﬀusion. One interesting aspect of their
paper is that it could provide an explanation of the highly
overdepleted stars such as G186-26; if initially rapid rota-
tors were able to either overcome suppression by l barriers
or postpone it, then there could be a large diﬀerence in
depletion rates between these stars and the bulk population.
It is not clear from Theado & Vauclair (2001) how sensitive
the results are to the model for the angular momentum dis-
tribution (assumed there by them to be solid body at all
times) and angular momentum loss (a constant rotation rate
was assumed on the main sequence); these assumptions
appear to be in conﬂict with the spin-down of open cluster
stars.
There are, however, some factors that make a complete
cancellation unlikely in our view. First, the physical condi-
tions in Population I stars with temperatures similar to the
plateau stars are not very diﬀerent from the halo star condi-
tions. We observe strong depletion and dispersion in M67
stars with temperatures around 6200 K, which suggests that
mixing is not completely inhibited in solar abundance stars
where the timescale for gravitational settling is similar to the
halo star case. In addition, Chaboyer, Demarque, & Pinson-
neault (1995) investigated the interaction of gravitational
settling and mixing for an earlier generation of models.
They found that the time and mass dependence of lithium
depletion was diﬃcult to reconcile with a strong suppression
of mixing by settling. It is important to test the interaction
of these physical processes against Population I data. In
addition to the lithium question, such models must address
the apparent absence of a gravitational settling signature in
the turnoﬀ region of globular clusters (Chaboyer et al. 1992;
Bergbush & VandenBerg 2001), noting the issues raised by
Salaris &Weiss (2001).
5.2. Implications for BBN
Uncertainties in lithium equivalent width measurements,
temperature scales, and model atmospheres introduce a sys-
tematic error in the determination of lithium abundances
(on the log scale), which we estimate as 0.1 dex, in agree-
ment with Ryan et al.’s (2000) detailed analysis of the error
budget. Reﬂecting this uncertainty, the level of the Spite pla-
teau, before accounting for depletion by rotational mixing
or for post-BBN lithium production, has been variously
estimated as 2.1 (RNB), 2.2 (Bonifacio & Molaro 1997;
Molaro, Bonifacio, & Pasquini 1997), and 2.3 (T94). We
adopt 2:2 0:1 for our baseline estimate. We have found
that the residual dispersion in the RNB data is well
accounted for in a model of stellar depletion induced by
rotational mixing, even without account of the additional
dispersion that might be due to a real spread in halo star
abundances due to post-BBN lithium production. Our best
estimate of the overall depletion factor consistent with the
RNB data set is 0.13 dex, with a 95% range extending from
0.0 to 0.5 dex. Similarly, using the T94 equivalent widths we
ﬁnd an overall best-ﬁt depletion of 0.32 dex. For all of the
reasons given above, we believe that modest stellar deple-
tion factors are consistent with the data. At the same time,
the sample size is small and these conclusions are subject to
Poisson noise. Given that the expected fraction of overde-
pleted stars from rotational mixing is of order 15%, even
adding or subtracting a single star from the sample can have
a signiﬁcant impact on the inferred depletion. With this in
mind, we adopt an overall depletion factor of 0:2 0:1 dex
and, adding this correction to our baseline estimate (and
combining these systematic uncertainties linearly), we
derive a primordial lithium abundance of 2:4 0:2.
Having established an observed halo lithium abundance
of 2:2 0:1 and our best estimate of the primordial lithium
abundance of 2:4 0:2 (based on both the observed abun-
dance and a theoretical determination of the depletion
required by the dispersion in the observed abundance), we
can now compare to the primordial lithium abundance pre-
dicted by standard BBN. As previously mentioned, in
standard BBN the predicted abundances of the light
nuclides is a function of one parameter, the baryon-to-pho-
ton ratio . Within the errors introduced by uncertainties in
the weak and nuclear cross sections, the predicted abundan-
ces of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li follow from a determination of
. The predicted abundance of deuterium depends most
strongly on  and, using the observed D/H as measured in
high-redshift QSO absorption-line systems (Burles & Tytler
1998a, 1998b; O‘ Meara et al. 2001), it can be used as a
‘‘ baryometer ’’: 10  1010ðnB=nÞ ¼ 5:6 0:5 (1 ). The
predicted lithium abundance corresponding to this range
of baryon densities is [Li]P ¼ 2:3 to 2.8 [(Li/H)P
¼ 2 6 1010], inconsistent with the Ryan et al. 2000 halo
star lithium abundance, but in good agreement with our
estimate for the primordial lithium abundance. Our range
of predicted Li/H is based on the Olive et al. 1  range (2000
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and references therein), which is broader than, but consis-
tent with, that of Burles, Nollett, & Turner (2000), which
for the same  range predicts [Li]P ¼ 2:4 to 2.7. The
NACRE collaboration’s (Angulo et al. 1999) compilation
yields a similar but slightly lower range than that of Burles
et al. (2000). We note that recent deuterium observations
(D’Odorico, Dessauges-Zavadsky, & Molaro 2001; Pettini
& Bowen 2001) suggest that the damped Ly systems may
have systematically lower D/H than the Lyman limit sys-
tems. The lower D/H would correspond to an even higher
BBN Li/H, further exacerbating the disagreement with the
Ryan et al. 2000 lithium abundance and even pushing the
upper envelope of our model-dependent estimate of the pri-
mordial abundance. The situation is summarized in Figure
9, where we show as a band the standard BBN-predicted
abundance of Li/H as a function of the BBN-predicted D/
H. The ‘‘ data point ’’ is for the O’Meara et al. 2001 deute-
rium abundance and the Ryan et al. 2000 lithium value. The
horizontal band corresponds to our estimate of the deple-
tion-corrected primordial lithium abundance. The Ryan et
al. 2000 inferred primordial lithium abundance is too small,
by a factor or 2 or more, to be consistent with the deute-
rium-based BBN prediction. In contrast, there is excellent
overlap between our depletion-corrected estimate
([Li]P ¼ 2:4 0:2) and the deuterium-constrained BBN pre-
diction. Consistency with BBN requires that lithium has
been depleted in the metal-poor halo stars of the Spite pla-
teau by an amount consistent with that predicted by our
models of rotational mixing induced stellar depletion.
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